What makes RLI Marine different? Experienced underwriters with local market knowledge and the capacity to handle a variety of hull exposures.

RLI Marine has a very broad appetite for Commercial Hull and P&I insurance that extends from the light recreational side of the business to the heavier Brown Water trade. Across that spectrum, RLI has the ability to tailor coverage based on that individual insured’s needs utilizing both standard industry forms as well as Proprietary coverage forms.

RLI Marine’s underwriters are an experienced crew. Each office is staffed with seasoned professionals who respond to market demands and opportunities more quickly than many of our competitors. Where we differ from other companies is our niche underwriting focus and the creative approaches we deliver. We listen to the requests of our customers and find ways to meet their needs. The result? Producers have a reliable market for coverage, and insureds get a program tailored to their unique needs.

Our claims staff has more than a decade of experience in all types of marine claims and is proactive in the settlement process should a loss occur.
TARGET CUSTOMERS

Hull and P&I Coverages

- Marine Contractors: Push Boats, Barges and related Workboats
- River/Inland Fleeting Accounts
- Offshore Service Vessels: Crew Boats, Supply Boats and other Service Vessels
- Passenger Vessels: Excursion and Sightseeing, Dinner Cruise, Ferries, Charter Boats and Head Boats
- Yard and Terminal Barges and Workboats
- Miscellaneous Vessels: Dry Docks, Research/Oceanographic, Utility/Yard Vessels, Vessel Pollution Response and Pilot Boats
- Municipality Boats: Fire, Police/Sheriff and other Government Municipalities
- Builder’s Risks

COVERAGES/LIMIT PROFILE

RLI Marine has the flexibility to offer both Primary Hull and P&I as well as both supported and unsupported Excess P&I, or if required, Bumpershoot Liabilities.

ADDITIONAL RLI MARINE COVERAGES

- Marine Artisans
- Ocean Cargo and Inland Transit
- Marine Builders Risk
- Marine Liability
- Excess Liability
- Marinas, Boatyards and Boat Dealerships
- Inland Marine and Related Property

FOR MORE INFORMATION

…or to contact an underwriter, visit our website at www.rlimarine.com.

BENEFITS OF RLI MARINE

- Experienced Underwriters: Our underwriters have deep expertise and are innovative in tailoring the coverage to your specific needs.
- Commitment To Loss Control: We are committed to helping you reduce loss costs with proven risk control methods.
- Financial Strength: RLI is rated A+ (Superior) by A.M. Best and A+ (Strong) by Standard & Poor’s.